
About Us - ARTSA

Who We Are

Welcome to the Aviation Regulatory Training Standards Association (ARTSA) - a
pivotal network of EASA-compliant training organizations, industry professionals,
and regulatory education enthusiasts. As a non-profit organization, our mission is
rooted in elevating the standard and quality of aviation regulatory training across
the globe.

Located in the vibrant city of Sofia, Bulgaria, ARTSA stands as a testament to the
unity and shared vision of upholding the highest levels of safety and
professionalism within the aviation industry.

Our Vision and Mission

At ARTSA, we are driven by the collective goal to harmonize aviation regulatory
training standards. We provide a central platform where best practices, innovative
learning methods, and professional development converge to form the cornerstone
of superior aviation safety education.

Our key objectives include:

● Developing EASA-compliant training standards for uniform adoption.
● Establishing a globally recognized benchmark for regulatory training

excellence.
● Encouraging our membership to embody these universal standards.
● Fostering a culture of continuous learning and professional advancement.
● Facilitating an interconnected web of global cooperation among our

members.

Membership Spectrum

ARTSA’s membership framework is diverse and inclusive, comprising:

● Full Members: Esteemed organizations committed to delivering premier
EASA Compliant

● Aviation Regulatory and Vocational training.
● Associate Members: Visionaries and entities that support our mission and

collaborate to achieve our collective goals.
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● Honorary Members: Allies in our quest for excellence who, while not bound
by our code, share in our pursuit of aviation regulatory superiority.

Governance and Ethics

Our operations are held to the highest ethical standards, guided by a strong code
of conduct and an unwavering commitment to integrity. Managed by a seasoned
Board and an astute Executive Director, ARTSA stands proudly as a legally
established entity within the framework of Bulgarian law, operating through the
generosity of our members, donations, and committed supporters.

Join with ARTSA

Becoming an ARTSA member equips organizations with a framework for
exemplary virtual aviation training, reflecting the same quality and integrity found in
traditional educational settings. We champion an effective virtual learning
atmosphere conducive to active engagement and backed by sophisticated tools to
enhance the learning experience.

Discover the ARTSA difference. Engage with us to elevate your organizational
training frameworks and contribute to a safer aviation future. For membership
inquiries and more information, reach out to us at office@artsa.aero.

Become an ARTSA member and help to shape the future!
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